10/17/2014 Service Task Force meeting – Advisory Council on Brain Injuries

Participating: Moravec, Cogil, Johnston, Durfey, Murphy, Hall

Guidebooks - Jenny Durfey - Iowa Council; Alternative Schools
- Roxanne - Child Serve; Ask Resource
- Renee - COTA, POTA, SLP state associations; Alternative and Private schools in Cedar Rapids and Iowa City

Cards - Gift Shops/Casinos may not be the best place for us to place the cards
- Pass out cards with helmet
- University of Iowa Hospitals and other hospitals - Prize boxes

Assistive Technology Flipbooks - We have people from other areas across settings who want to help with this project. We will focus on this at the next meeting via a phone conference. That meeting will be set up soon. We will also meet 1/2 hour before the next ACBI meeting. (Contact Reimers and Gray when the phone conference is set up.)

Assist with the CoP to continue what was begun.

Also discuss the budget
Guidebooks
Cards/other - prevention ???
New flip books for AT

Notes by: Renee Moravec